Abstract -Middleware technologies change so rapidly that designers must adapt existing sofware architectures to incorporate new emerging ones. This paper proposes an architectural pattern and guidelines to abstract the communication burrier whereby allowing the developer to concentrate on the application logic.
Introduction
Let us suppose that we have chosen a middleware and have written a distributed system. This means that we have an application logic that interfaces with the middleware Application Programming Interface (API). This also means that we have probably defined a messaging infrastructure whereby we have defined the messages being passed between certain components of the application. Most of the time this is done by means of some sori of interface definition language (IDL) so the messaging infrastructure knows how to marshalhnmarshal the complex types across the network, which calls for mappings between our application-specific complex types and the types defined as our messages. An application so designed is inherently prone to be tightly dependent on the middleware in question! What does this mean for our application developers?
They would potentially need to modify large segments of the logic that uses the middleware API when evolution imposes the use of a new middleware. This also means that they would need to write a new set of classes to map to the new set of interface definition types. This not only means more development hut the applications themselves need to he recompiled, retested, and redeployed.
Related Work
There is a plethora of middleware architectures, frameworks, and protocols. They try to tackle different problems and complexities. Each additional feature of a middleware has a cost associated with it; most of the time it's a performance hit or a new leaming curve to tackle for the team. There are architectural designs that apply to the system as a whole that address interaction between the application domains; two of which are Federated Architectures [20] and Service Oriented Architectures by Microsoft. They don't however directly address the ability to abstract the middleware from the application logic that utilizes it.
Most of these implementations are either built or based on commercial object-oriented middleware technologies such as OMG's CORBA, Sun's RMI, Microsoft's COM+, and IBM's MSQ. All of these commercial implementations offer great advantages when building a distributed system, and work well for certain scenarios.
It is even easy to choose which one will work best for the current implementation of the application given its domain. The unavoidable problem that arises is change: the domain, the complexity, the environment, or the application will change, and this may mean that the middleware infrastructure needs to be changed to adapt to the new requirements.
An Architectural Pattern

3.1
The Problem
When developing a component-based architecture a variety of middlewares may potentially be used to handle different scenarios in the context of a distributed enterprise system. The task for the architect is therefore to design the system in such a way that adapting to change is accomplished with minimal effort.
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I.-')+ web sarwsl, <-) This requires a layer of abstraction between the applications and the middleware. This layer is shown in the bottom portion of figure 1. This abstraction layer must be non-intrusive. Otherwise, it might compromise the flexibility of the concrete middleware or introduce unnecessary dependencies in the application.
In order to study. the influence of the middleware in the whole design, we have identified two focus areas. The first is the Application Programming Interface (API) and the second is the.messaging infrastructure. We shall now explain these in more detail.
3.2
The Application Programming Interface (API)
Each application must be written to interact with the API of the middleware. This means that we must reference external libraries so that some business logic to interoperate with the middleware. Switching to a new middleware therefore entails changing that code to now interface with the new middleware's API. Now that we have changed some of our business logic the whole system needs to he retested and the interaction code needs to he redeployed.
An example of this scenario that is often found is when the application logic passes reference to the remote server, which could potentially (tightly) couple the system to the middleware.
The solution to this is to have the host applications bind to an interface. Then, implement code to bind the logic between the interface and the middleware. This not only allows new bindings to be introduced but also saves us from having to recompile, and even re-test the application logic that uses it.
3.3
The Messaging Perspective
The other place where designers might not foresee the need for future changes is in the messaging between the components. Two applications communicate with each other through the transfer of complex data types.
Current implementations of middleware offer some sort of interface definition language to define the complex types so that they can be marshaled and un-marshaled to be sent across the network This creates a problem when designers couple the application to specific data representation schemes. With each message being passed between applications we must define the types and instruct the middleware how to send types across the network. A substantial amount of work is required to map large data objects in any interface definition language.
If repeated several times to accommodate different middleware, the headache of reimplementation surfaces quickly [03].
Our pattern promotes extensibility by delegating on applications the responsibility of parsing and interpreting the messages being passed across. The only thing the middleware knows about is that a character string is being passed across. This exchanging of strings is where the flexibility and decoupling of data and messaging definition come into play. Our idea is akin to the "open binding" approach of Fitzpatrick et alia [04] .
The current primary choice for this is the extensible markup language (XML), which offers a generic loosely coupled integration environment.
The messaging infrastructure is overall more extensible and adaptable and lays the messaging infrastructure foundation for a heterogeneous and diverse market of middleware communications [ 1 I].
With the introduction of an adapter-like pattern abstracting the API and an extensible messaging infrastructure the groundwork is laid for our architectural pattem, which when instantiated appropriately leads to highly flexible and adaptive distributed systems. This will become more and more important as many new middlewares will be introduced in the next years to come.
Adaptable Middleware Pattern
We have summarized below the architectural pattem into a recipe like format. This format is similar to the one used by Stephen Stelting [14] , and includes a recipe for instantiating it.
1) Pattern Properties
Type: Behavioral Level: ComponentIArchitectural
2) Purpose
To introduce an abstraction layer that decouples the application from the middleware being used and to have the application interpreting the data independently of the transport.
3) Introduction
Let's assume we have a distributed system. We would then probably decide to go with some form of middleware among components. We might then later decide to switch middlewares. We want to limit the changes necessary to switch between them. We would also like to limit any other efforts such as testing, compiling, and deploying already completed systems.
4) Applicability
This pattem is very useful when distributed systems are using some sort of middleware. It is also applicable when the two communicating applications are built under different platforms.
5) Description
This pattem is broken up into two parts. It involves separating the application logic from the Application Programming Interface (API) and separating the data interpretation from the middleware.
To separate the API we define an interface between the target and host application. On both sides we build the business logic to bind to these interfaces, illustrated by the class diagram in figure 2 . This implies that once the logic is built and tested as long as the interfaces don't change this existing logic also doesn't need to be changed either. Now to separate the data from the communication medium we define a way to have OUT applications actually interpret the data independently of the transport. Providing meta-data information within our data messages does this. We will only allow one type of message to be passed across the middleware and that is a character string. This interface will adapt to any middleware of choice.
6) Implementation
Each service will have an interface defined, and each version of middleware will implement the interface, providing the middleware integration now decoupled from the application.
Secondly, the messaging infrastructure will be defined by passing a character string as the in parameter and returning a character string as the output. This way we can pass XML messages and the interpretation of the messages will be done within the application, independently of the middleware being used, which implies that there is no need to redo any mapping or defining the types with respect to the new middleware (see figure 3) .
7) Benefits and Drawbacks
This will significantly reduce the overhead of switching to a new middleware infrastructure. This will also provide a way in which the application logic doesn't have to be retested and deployed. Only the code integrated the new API will have to be written and tested. Thirdly, this messaging infrastructure provides for a more extensible framework.
interpreted within application using The only drawback might be a loss of flexibility with respect to the services that specific middlewares might provide.
ACaseStudy
The application that spawns our case studies is a sports statistic software system used to report real time statistics of athletic events. We will use the terms "web server" and "application server" to distinguish between the two servers.
Depending on factors such as network layout, performance requirements, and flexibility we would choose among many different middlewares to best fulfill the requirements of the system. For our case study we will use three different types of middleware all provided by the .NET framework. We chose the .NET framework because of the inherent XML tools it provides. We could have just as easily used any other platform.
For our design we will now instantiate our architectural pattern (c.f. Section 111, D) and develop a solution that will enable the swapping of a new middleware easily.
The "Implementation" section in our pattem description is about allowing our applications to interpret the messaging infrastructure. We also mention that the best way to do this is by using XML as the format for passing such messages.
The .NET framework offers some tools when it comes to serializing classes into character streams using XML. For our case studies we have decided to use these tools.
We just have to create our complex types that we would like to use and then auto-generate the XML marshaling of the complex type to a character string, which implies that we will not have to describe our types to the middleware; we only express one type of message going across the middleware, namely a simple character string.
Therefore, the messaging infrastructure will be the same for any middleware we decide to use. We will not mention the messaging in the three different case studies because they are all the same. Our applications will do the interpretation (parsing) of the messages independent of the middleware. This de-coupling allows the middlewares to change and we will never have to describe to the middleware how to marshal our messaging infrastructure.
The .NET framework has a tool that will create the methods to marshal any complex data type into a character string and read from a character string back into our object.
The generated class has all of our typed parameters being passed across for ease of use within our other code. This allows our application logic to handle any changes in our communication messages without ever depending on changes to the middleware, which means that if we change the middleware we don't have to map our objects or define our complex types to the specific middleware.
The first step of our pattern describes a way to de-couple the middleware API from the host application. To do this we will create an interface that the host will bind to. Then we will implement the interface with a class that will act as a bridge to the target that will service the request.
The implementation of this object will be dynamically loaded. As long as the interface doesn't change, the host application logic would not have to change or be recompiled or be retested.
4.1
Case 1: COM+ Using Microsoft's distributed communication protocol COM+, code snippets 1 and 2 in Appendix A shows an example in C# of how to obtain a reference to the remote server and invoke the service layer to retrieve a team object.
This class would implement the Item Service interface and act as a proxy to the remote server. There are references and configuration setup that would be coupled with this class. This implementation of the client side API to COM+ retains all syntax referring to COM+. The (XML) messaging is returned to the host and its code knows nothing about the interactions with COM+. Now on the server side, the class that accepts the COMt request would then forward the request onto the service layer. The service layer would retrieve the respective team and retum the XML payload string to this method to be passed back over COM+.
Just like with the client's side, all API references are kept within this abstraction layer so that they are not coupled with the applications that are using them. Furthermore, thesc classes would be kept in a separately linked librav so that none of the application logic using this abstraction layer would have to be re-compiled after the initial release.
Case 2: .NET Remoting
Let's suppose that COM+ did not suffice as a middleware between the applications. Now we have to change all of the code that references the COM+ API and change it so it will then reference .NET remoting syntax. As long as we dynamically load this class we won't have to compile, test, or redeploy and host application code.
The minimal configuration changes and the new implementation of this class is all that was needed to swap out one middleware infrastructure to another one from the server end. Once again, we didn't have to make any changes to the business logic class or anything it uses. This saves us from having to test it. A sample is provided in Appendix A code snippets 3 and 4.
Case 3: Web Services
As a third example we will now communicate with the remote server using web services. Under the .NET framework we would need to change some configuration infomation, such as add a reference to the web service, and compile the web service proxy. Each toolkit used to create a web client or server would be different. Once the proxy is built you just refer to it like any other object. The .NET framework has done a lot to make the integration with web services very seamless. There are many more protocols such as CORBA that make it more difficult to integrate with.
The server side portion is not so straightforward. Not only one needs to extend a web class, hut also to mark each method as one published by this web service. A sample is provided in Appendix A, code snippet 5.
Once a request is accepted this service will then pass the request onto the middleware independent application layer that will handle the request.
Summary
As shown in all three cases, the decoupling of the middleware infrastructure from our business applications can he achieved by applied our architectural pattem, which calls for the separation of the application from APIspecific functionality, and the introduction of an extensible messaging framework. We demonstrated this strategy with three different middlewares but this could just as easily been done with any middleware on the market.
Although the case studies have been implemented using the .NET technology, applying our pattem under JZEE is equally seamless because the middleware used at the core of JZEE is remote method invocation ( M I ) . RMI abstraction could also be achieved with our pattem similarly to the way in which we did it with .NET remoting.
Conclusions and Future Work
The case studies presented in our paper demonstrate that swapping among three different middlewares can be accomplished by a small amount of configuration changes and only a few systematic modifications to the source code. The real key is that none of the actual business logic on the client and server side needed to be recompiled or tested. Only the code that depended on the specific middleware infrastructure had to he altered.
Since changes associated with the middleware are inevitable for some application domains, developers should prepare in advance to face them. In this paper we have presented an architectural pattem that enables the interchanging of middlewares with minimal effort and overhead for the development team As with every form of software design pattem, there are trade offs. A possible trade off with this approach could be some performance loss with the introduction of message parsing done at a textual level and the additional overhead that comes with another layer of indirection. Future work includes a performance analysis of this approach as opposed to a less flexible approach, and the automatic generation of some of the components from simple specifications. 
